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A P P L I E D  S C I E N C E S  A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G
Powering rotary molecular motors with low-intensity 
near-infrared light
Lukas Pfeifer1*†, Nong V. Hoang2*, Maximilian Scherübl1‡,  
Maxim S. Pshenichnikov2§, Ben L. Feringa1,2§
Light-controlled artificial molecular machines hold tremendous potential to revolutionize molecular sciences as 
autonomous motion allows the design of smart materials and systems whose properties can respond, adapt, and 
be modified on command. One long-standing challenge toward future applicability has been the need to develop 
methods using low-energy, low-intensity, near-infrared light to power these nanomachines. Here, we describe a 
rotary molecular motor sensitized by a two-photon absorber, which efficiently operates under near-infrared light 
at intensities and wavelengths compatible with in vivo studies. Time-resolved spectroscopy was used to gain in-
sight into the mechanism of energy transfer to the motor following initial two-photon excitation. Our results offer 
prospects toward in vitro and in vivo applications of artificial molecular motors.
INTRODUCTION
The ever-increasing synthetic possibilities open to chemists today 
are progressively enabling the rational design of molecular systems 
whose structures can perform controlled motion in response to 
external stimuli (1). In recent decades, this has made possible the 
genesis of the field of molecular machines straddling the frontier 
between chemistry and materials science (2–7). Synthetic motors 
and machines will allow the transition from static to dynamic sys-
tems introducing responsive function and movement to artificial 
materials reminiscent of the autonomous motion characterizing 
living organisms. Consequently, much effort has been devoted to 
the design and study of highly diverse structures, all of which have 
in common that, upon addition of energy, in the form of, e.g., light, 
electrical voltage, or chemical fuel, mechanical movement is per-
formed (1–7).
Molecular motors are an important class of molecular machines 
that operate in a repetitive and progressive manner, unlike the more 
commonly used molecular switches. Therefore, any work carried 
out by a motor during one step is not undone by subsequent steps, 
allowing them to continuously drive systems away from equilibri-
um. One prominent concept of molecular motors is based on the 
unidirectional rotatory displacement of one part of a molecule rela-
tive to another around a central overcrowded alkene axle (8). 
During motor operation, photochemical E/Z isomerization and 
thermal helix inversion (THI) steps are performed in an alternating 
fashion (9). In these “power-stroke” motors, light adds energy to the 
system by populating a metastable (excited state) isomer, and this 
energy is dissipated in the thermal isomerization, leading to the for-
mation of another stable (ground state) isomer (4). A high stability 
difference, G, between the metastable and stable isomers in 
combination with the intrinsic chirality ensures the unidirectional-
ity of the rotation (10, 11). In recent years, conceptual studies have 
demonstrated the potential of artificial rotary molecular motors for 
the construction of functionalized soft materials (12–15) including 
an artificial muscle (14), responsive surfaces (16), and metal-organic 
frameworks (17). Their motion has, furthermore, been demonstrated 
to disrupt cellular membranes (18) and direct the fate of stem 
cells (19).
To realize the full potential of molecular motors as building 
blocks for the construction of functional molecular systems as well 
as in vivo applications, overcoming the need for high-energy ultra-
violet (UV) light to drive the E/Z isomerization to initiate their 
rotation has been identified as a key challenge. This is due to the fact 
that near-infrared (NIR) light benefits from an increased penetra-
tion depth in human tissue and fewer potential photochemical side 
reactions. Recent approaches toward the development of visible 
light–powered artificial rotary molecular motors include complex-
ation with metal cations (20), incorporation of extended -systems 
(21), introduction of electronic push-pull regimes across the central 
alkene axle (22), and the construction of oxindole-derived motors 
(23). Hemithioindigo-derived molecular motors responsive to visi-
ble light have been described by Dube and colleagues (24, 25). It has 
also been demonstrated that triplet-triplet energy transfer from an 
attached visible light–sensitive porphyrin dye can be used as an 
alternative means of excitation albeit only under strictly anaerobic 
conditions (26), strongly limiting the applicability of this approach. 
Direct two-photon absorption (2PA) of chemically unmodified 
artificial molecular motors by NIR light (27) revealed that extremely 
high light intensities (approximately TW/cm2) are required to trig-
ger motors’ functionality due to their low 2PA cross section. This 
presents a severe limitation, as such intensities are close to the 
threshold for photodamage in cells and underlying tissue (28).
Here, we present a different concept: a motor that is efficiently 
powered by NIR light via resonance energy transfer (RET) from 
a covalently attached 2PA sensitizer (Fig. 1A), spatially separating 
the two functions of 2PA and rotation. This strategy also allows our 
system to remain functional at very low concentrations and in the 
presence of additional chromophores, enabling compatibility of this 
approach with biological environments. To gain further insight into 
the motor function, the energy transfer mechanism and excited-state 
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dynamics were studied in detail by time-resolved transient absorp-
tion (TA) spectroscopy.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1A shows the potential energy diagram describing a 180° ro-
tation of our proposed motor. Energy transfer from the sensitizer 
following 2PA of incident NIR light promotes the motor domain to 
its S1 state, thereby breaking the alkene -bond to allow free rota-
tion (Fig. 1A). After vibrational cooling of the excited state, the 
motor passes through a conical intersection (CI) to the ground state 
forming a mixture of the original stable isomer 1s and E/Z-isomerized 
metastable isomer 1m as was described earlier (10, 29, 30). Note that 
in a study on a closely related molecular motor, Filatov and Olivucci 
Fig. 1. Concept and design of NIR light–sensitized molecular motor 1. (A) Concept, design, and potential energy diagram of NIR light–driven artificial rotary molecular 
motor. Two photons of NIR light excite a covalently bound sensitizer that transfers the energy to the motor core to initiate rotation. This process can be studied by ultra-
fast transient absorption (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. The formation of 1s and 1m following photoexcitation is expected to pass through 
two separate CIs as has been shown for a closely related motor (31). (B) Structure of stable and metastable isomers of motor 1 and their interconversion by light and heat 
leading to unidirectional rotation. (C) Absorption spectra (1.1 × 10−5 M, CHCl3, 20°C) of 2s (blue), AF-343 (red), 1s (green), and the mixture of 1s and 1m at the photosta-
tionary state (PSS) reached after irradiating 1s with a 455-nm LED for 5 min (magenta). The dashed curve shows a normalized PL spectrum of AF-343 using an excitation 
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(31) have shown that reactive and nonreactive pathways pass 
through different CIs. From 1m, the motor progresses to a second, 
identical stable isomer (1s) via THI in a unidirectional manner 
completing a 180° rotation (Fig. 1B). Using this 2PA-RET mecha-
nism of excitation limits the addressable gap between the highest 
occupied molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbital of the motor domain to ≤E(S1) of the 2PA sensitizer domain. 
Therefore, to use incident NIR light, referring to the part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum between 780 and 2500 nm, this energy differ-
ence cannot exceed 3.2 eV. The stable isomer of motor 2 (2s) with 
an absorption maximum at 2.7 eV corresponding to S0→S1 exci-
tation and outstanding photostability is an ideal candidate for our 
design (22). The methoxy group in the rotor half of 2 provides a 
handle for attaching a 2PA sensitizer without notably altering the 
electronic properties of the motor. AF-343 was identified as an 
excellent choice of 2PA sensitizer due to its large 2PA cross section 
and the good match of its excited-state energy with that of 2s 
(Fig. 1C) (32). It was therefore attached to a derivative of 2 to 
provide motor 1s in eight linear steps (13% overall yield) from com-
mercial starting materials (for details, see the Supplementary Mate-
rials). The UV-vis absorption spectrum of 1s at >250 nm is the sum 
of the spectra of the components 2s and AF-343 (fig. S11), confirm-
ing the presence of two independent -electron systems at the 
motor and sensitizer domains, respectively, in line with results from 
DFT calculations (fig. S4).
Motor function of compound 1 was demonstrated by irradiating 
a sample of 1s with 455-nm light. This induces a bathochromic shift 
of the band centered at 450 nm corresponding to the formation of 
1m (Fig. 1C). After subsequent removal of the light source, the orig-
inal spectrum and, therefore, 1s are recovered within 5 hours at 
20°C following complete THI (fig. S12). Both processes show a 
clean isosbestic point at 471 nm, consistent with 1s and 1m as the 
only observable species during rotation (fig. S12), which was con-
firmed by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (fig. S8). The ratio 
of 1m:1s at the photostationary state (PSS) is similar to 2 upon exclu-
sive direct excitation of the motor domain (table S1). Upon exci-
tation at 395 nm, coinciding with the absorption maximum of the 
sensitizer unit, a significantly lower PSS was found for compound 1 
compared to 2. This can be explained by taking into account the 
energy transfer from the sensitizer unit to the metastable isomer of 
the motor domain leading to photochemical back reaction, provid-
ing a first indication that energy transfer from the 2PA sensitizer to 
the motor unit is taking place. Eyring analysis of the THI of 1m 
revealed a standard Gibbs free energy of activation (‡G°) of 91.9 ± 
0.1  kJ·mol−1, within error of that of the parent motor (91.7 ± 
0.2 kJ·mol−1) (table S2). This is consistent with the limited influence 
of an increased substituent size on ‡G° observed in earlier studies 
(33). Therefore, upon direct photoexcitation, compound 1 func-
tions as a unidirectional molecular motor analogous to 2.
To demonstrate the formation of 1m and subsequent THI fol-
lowing 2PA, steady-state UV-vis absorption spectra of a solution of 
1s in CHCl3 were recorded before and after irradiation with 800-nm, 
100-fs pulses; their difference (OD) spectrum is depicted in 
Fig. 2A (green spectrum). The difference absorption spectrum 
revealed a distinct bathochromic shift of the absorption band cen-
tered at 450 nm, showing a clean isosbestic point at 475 nm follow-
ing irradiation (Fig. 2A). These observations are identical to those 
made for direct one-photon excitation with a 455-nm light-emitting 
diode (LED) (Fig. 1C) and therefore clearly demonstrate the forma-
tion of 1m. OD shows a quadratic dependence of the extent of pho-
toswitching on incident light intensity (Fig. 2A, inset), which is fully 
consistent with the 2PA mechanism. Varying the sample concentra-
tion while keeping the intensity constant results in a linear depen-
dence of the amount of 1m being formed (fig. S19A). This observation 
supports RET over emission reabsorption as the dominant mecha-
nism of excitation for the motor domain. With through-bond 
electron exchange interactions decreasing exponentially with dis-
tance (34) and a minimum distance of nine bonds separating the 
sensitizer and motor domains, electron exchange interactions 
(Dexter mechanism) through the linker are not contributing subs-
tantially to this energy transfer. The absence of indicative changes 
in 1H NMR (fig. S10) and the absorption spectra (fig. S11) of the 
two domains in 1s compared to separately recorded spectra of 2s 
and AF-343 rule out through-space interactions between the orbitals 
of their respective -systems (at least in the ground state), suggest-
ing this pathway of Dexter energy transfer to also not be efficient. 
Coulombic interactions (Förster-like mechanism) are therefore thought 
to dominate the mechanism of RET in 1s.
Fig. 2. Comparison of absorption spectra before and after NIR light irradia-
tion. (A) Difference absorption spectra (OD) of 1 (green), 2 (blue), and AF-343 
(red) after irradiation at 800 nm for 30 min and keeping the sample in the dark for 
10 s. The inset shows the dependence of OD of 1 around 510 nm on the irradia-
tion intensity. The black line shows the fit to a power law function, y = axn with n = 
2.0 ± 0.5. (B) Time evolution of difference absorption spectra of a sample of 1 after 
irradiation at 800 nm for 30 min and keeping it in the dark between 10 s and 
160 min. The magenta arrows depict the thermal recovery of 1s via THI from 1m. 
The inset shows the decrease of OD around 510 nm over time together with an 
exponential fit (black line) with a lifetime, , of 43 ± 3 min. In both (A) and (B), the 
irradiation intensity was 0.3 W/cm2. OD data for the insets were averaged in the 
500- to 520-nm spectral window; the error bars refer to the SD. The molar concen-
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Figure 2B shows the recovery dynamics of the original spectrum 
as time progresses. The full recovery takes ~2.5 hours with the decay 
following a first-order rate law with a lifetime, , of 43 ± 3 min at 
ambient temperature (~22 ° C). This matches well the lifetime of 
49.8 ± 0.4 min calculated from the thermodynamic parameters of 
activation (table S2). Spectral changes indicative for the formation 
of 1m from 1s could still be observed at peak intensities of irradia-
tion as low as 1.5 GW/cm2 (corresponding to an average intensity of 
0.15 W/cm2; fig. S17B). This is several decimal orders of magnitude 
lower than the threshold at which onsets of damage in cells and tis-
sue have been observed (28) and which were used for direct two- 
photon excitation of molecular motors (27). The intensity applied is 
also in line with the 2PA cross section of AF-343 used herein as the 
sensitizer (~8100 GM) (32) and of unsensitized molecular motors 
(~9 GM) (27).
Irradiating samples of AF-343 and 2s under identical conditions 
did not lead to any observable change of the steady-state absorption 
spectra, ruling out direct 2PA-induced photoswitching of the motor 
domain or degradation as causes for the effects observed with 1s 
(Fig. 2A). A 1:1 mixture of 2s and AF-343 in CHCl3 displayed smaller 
but otherwise similar spectral changes to 1s when irradiated with 
800-nm, 100-fs pulses (section S6). The spectral response of this 
mixture was found to decrease quadratically upon diluting the 
studied solution, leading to a rapid loss of signal. Time-resolved 
photoluminescence (PL) measurements revealed no difference in 
the emission behavior of AF-343 in the presence of 2s, suggesting 
this effect to be caused by reabsorption of the upconverted light 
emitted by AF-343 (see section S8). Compared to the chemically 
linked system 1, this mechanism has several drawbacks for ap-
plications, especially in vivo. First, the high concentrations of com-
pounds 2s and AF-343, deliberately chosen here to demonstrate the 
effect, might not be compatible with biofunctionalities and could 
lead to adverse side effects. Second, by using two separate com-
pounds, one has to solve the problem of colocalization in the relevant 
parts of the studied organism. Third, under biological conditions, 
other compounds will compete for reabsorption of the in situ 
generated PL. Nonetheless, the emission-reabsorption mechanism 
might open up previously unidentified pathways for systems where 
chemical attachment of the chromophore to the motor is not feasible 
or impedes motor functionality [e.g., in the case of large upconverting 
nano particles (35)].
Having demonstrated the very functioning of the sensitized 
motor using two-photon excitation, we applied TA spectroscopy to 
study the excited-state dynamics preceding the formation of meta-
stable isomer 1m. Figure 3 shows TA transients of samples of 1s 
(green), 2s (blue), and AF-343 (red) at 620 nm following two-photon 
excitation at 800 nm.
At this wavelength, only excited-state absorption of the sensitiz-
er domain can be observed (fig. S21). The ingrowing amplitude in 
the signal of AF-343 indicates spectral relaxation at short times (up 
to 5 ps) (fig. S21D) after which the signal decays with an excited- 
state lifetime of ~1.5 ns. A quadratic dependence of the signal am-
plitude OD on the excitation intensity (Fig. 3, inset) confirms the 
two-photon character of the excitation. Attaching AF-343 to the 
motor core leads to a substantial shortening of the lifetime (down to 
~1.5 ps), indicating population quenching of the excited state of 
AF-343 due to energy transfer to the motor core (vide infra). The 
efficiency of the transfer can be estimated from the share of the 1.5-ps 
component as ~90% (for details, see the Supplementary Materials). 
Time-resolved PL measurements confirm all of these conclusions 
(see section S8).
To study the early-time dynamics of the motor domain in 1, we 
recorded TA traces at a 510-nm probe wavelength (i.e., at the point 
of the strongest response; Fig. 2A) for samples of 1s and 2s under 
two-photon, 800-nm excitation (Fig. 4). No observable signal was 
detected for 2s, indicating that the bare motor core does not func-
tion by direct two-photon excitation. In contrast, the signal detected 
starting from 1s is similar to that of 2s under one-photon excitation 
(fig. S24). It also shows a quadratic power dependence as expected 
for two-photon excitation (fig. S25). The TA trace of 1s decays with 
a 2.1-ps lifetime, which includes the energy transfer time, i.e., deple-
tion of the AF-343 excited state with a 1.5-ps lifetime (Fig. 3), and 
the excited-state lifetime of the motor. The latter can be approxi-
mately deconvoluted as 2.1 − 1.5 ps = 0.6 ps, which is reasonably 
close to the 0.9-ps excited-state lifetime of the motor core (fig. 
S24A). Alternatively, to extract the early-time signal (<2 ps) related 
to the motor core alone, we can directly subtract the 1s and AF-343 
transients (Fig. 4, inset) to obtain a rising time of ~0.9 ps, which is a 
close match to the 1.5-ps depletion time of the sensitizer excited 
state. The energy transfer time of 1.5 ps is also in good agreement 
with that calculated from Förster’s relation (see section S9.2). The 
energy transfer triggers the motor rotation toward the CI at the time 
scale of 0.6 to 0.9 ps, leading to the formation of 1m. The subsequent 
structural relaxation of the metastable state is longer than for the 
bare motor (165 ± 10 ps compared to 16 ± 1 ps; fig. S24A) presum-
ably due to the larger size of 1. Possible reorientational contribution 
cannot be ruled out because of identical polarizations used for the 
pump and probe pulses.
Summary and conclusions
In summary, using our unique design, a multifunctional molecular 
rotary motor has been realized with the intrinsic ability to operate 
Fig. 3. Excited-state quenching of the sensitizer domain in 1s. TA traces starting 
from 1s (green), 2s (blue), and AF-343 (red) at 620-nm probe wavelength under 
two-photon excitation at 800 nm. All transients are solvent-corrected (for details, 
see the Supplementary Materials). The excitation intensity of all compounds was 
set as 9 W/cm2. The gray curves represent fits to multiexponential functions, con-
voluted with the apparatus function (for the fitting parameters, see table S3). The 
black arrow indicates excited-state depletion upon attaching the sensitizer to the 
motor. The inset depicts the OD dependence of AF-343 on the excitation intensity 
at a delay of 10 ps. The black line shows the fit to a power law function, y = axn with 
n = 1.9 ± 0.1. The molar concentration of all compounds was set to be similar to 
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with low-intensity NIR light. Figure 1A presents a summary of the 
excited-state processes after 2PA by 1s leading up to the forma-
tion of 1m, which subsequently undergoes THI to complete a 180° 
rotation. The high efficiency of the energy transfer from the dye to 
the motor domain ensures that the system can operate at NIR light 
intensities several orders of magnitude lower than the threshold up 
to which in vivo studies can safely be performed, thereby grant-
ing tissue penetration in future applications without risking photo-
damage. By chemically linking the dye and motor domains, we have 
ensured that our system remains functional even at very low 
concentrations and provides an easy solution for the problem of 
colocalization of motor and sensitizer as required for in vivo ap-
plications. Furthermore, using a RET mechanism instead of rely-
ing on emission and subsequent reabsorption of upconverted 
photons minimizes our system’s sensitivity to the presence of addi-
tional chromophores. The principle of excitation demonstrated 
here can be applied to any artificial molecular motor with energy 
levels matching that of the used sensitizer and could, for example, 
also be expanded to three-photon absorption to use even lower- 
energy IR light.
By addressing the fundamental challenge of avoiding short- 
wavelength light, our findings present a gateway to future applica-
tions of sensitized molecular motors in biological settings and 
materials science. Using an upconversion mechanism instead of 
2PA for adding up the energies of two or multiple NIR photons may 
help to further improve the overall efficiency in the future.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation and characterization of compounds
Reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Acros Organics, or 
TCI Europe and were used as received. Solvents were reagent grade 
and used without prior water removal unless otherwise indicated. 
Anhydrous solvents were obtained from an MBraun SPS-800 solvent 
purification system or directly bought from Acros Organics. Solvents 
were degassed by purging with N2 for a minimum of 30 min or by 
three freeze-pump-thaw cycles.
Flash column chromatography was performed on silica gel 
(Merck, type 9385, 230 to 400 mesh) or on a Büchi Reveleris purification 
system using Büchi silica cartridges. Thin-layer chromatography 
was carried out on aluminum sheets coated with silica gel 60F254 
(Merck). Compounds were visualized with a UV lamp and/or by 
staining with KMnO4, cerium ammonium molybdate (CAM), or 
vanillin. Motor 2 was prepared as described in the literature (22).
1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Mercury 
Plus 400 or a Bruker AVANCE 600 NMR spectrometer at 298 K 
unless otherwise indicated. PSS studies were performed on a Varian 
Unity Plus 500 NMR spectrometer. Chemical shifts are given in 
parts per million relative to the residual solvent signal. Multiplets in 
1H NMR spectra are designated as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), 
t (triplet), q (quartet), p (pentet), m (multiplet), and br (broad). 
High-resolution mass spectrometry was performed on an LTQ 
Orbitrap XL spectrometer. Steady-state UV-vis absorption spectra 
were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV-vis Diode Array System, 
equipped with a Quantum Northwest Peltier controller, in 10-mm 
quartz cuvettes. Irradiation experiments were performed using 
fiber- coupled LEDs (M420F2, M455F1, M470F3, M490F3, M505F3, 
and M530F2) obtained from Thorlabs Inc.
Difference absorption measurements
Difference absorption measurements were performed using a 
UV-vis-NIR spectrometer (Lambda 900) and two different types of 
light sources for 1PA and 2PA experiments at 455 and 800 nm, re-
spectively. The one-photon irradiation was provided by a fiber- 
coupled LED (M455F1, Thorlabs) with a maximum output power 
of 11 mW. The two-photon irradiation was implemented using an 
amplified mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Legend Elite Duo, Coherent) 
centered at 800 nm with a 1-kHz repetition rate.
TA spectroscopy
TA spectroscopy was performed in a pump-probe arrangement (fig. 
S1) based on an amplified mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (Legend 
Elite Duo, Coherent) centered at 800 nm (1-kHz repetition rate). 
The laser output was split into pump (~90%) and probe (~10%) 
beams. For 400-nm excitation, the pump beam frequency was dou-
bled in a -barium borate (BBO) crystal. A mechanical translation 
stage (LS-180, Physik Instrumente) with 508-mm excursion was 
used to delay the probe pulse with respect to the pump pulse. 
The probe beam was focused into a 2-mm sapphire crystal to 
generate a white-light (400 to 850 nm) continuum (WLC). A short-
pass filter with a cutoff wavelength of 750 nm placed in the probe 
beam was used to remove residual fundamental frequency radiation 
from WLC.
Both the pump and the probe beams were focused and spatially 
overlapped in a 0.2-mm flow cell (Starna Scientific Ltd.), connected 
to a peristaltic pump (Masterflex, Cole-Parmer) to refresh the sam-
ple in the excitation spot. The total volume of the system (including 
connection tubing and the cell) was ~5 ml. The diameters of the 
pump and probe beams at the sample position were ~260  and 
~170  m, respectively. The polarization of the pump and probe 
beams was linear and set to be parallel to each other. The delay of 
the probe pulse was scanned in 30-fs steps within the 0- to 10-ps 
range, 0.5-ps steps for the 10- to 100-ps range, and 2-ps steps for the 
100- to 2600-ps range.
Fig. 4. Ultrafast dynamics of the motor domain in 1s after RET, leading to for-
mation of 1m. TA traces starting from 1s (green) and 2s (blue) at 510-nm probe 
wavelength under two-photon excitation at 800 nm (9 W/cm2 excitation intensity). 
All transients are solvent-corrected (for details, see the Supplementary Materials). 
The magenta arrow indicates the formation of the photochemically generated 
metastable isomer 1m. The inset shows the TA transient of 1 at early time with the 
contribution of AF-343 subtracted. The black curve is the fit to a function  y = 1 −  e  −  
t _  
with  = 0.9 ps. The gray curve represents the fit to biexponential function (for the 
fitting parameters, see table S5). The molar concentration of all compounds was 
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TA of the probe beam in the flow cell was recorded using two 
different types of detector, a 500- to 1000-nm compact spectrometer 
(CCS175/M, Thorlabs) and a silicon photodiode (DET36A, 
Thorlabs). The spectrometer detected the TA spectra in the range 
of 500 to 750 nm; however, it had a lower signal-to-noise ratio as 
compared to the lock-in referenced photodiode.
For spectrometer detection, the pump beam was chopped at 
20 Hz by an asynchronous mechanical chopper (Stanford Research 
Systems Inc.), with the spectrometer locked to the chopper elec-
tronics. The differential absorption (OD) of the probe with the 
pump on and off was calculated for each time delay. Conventionally, 
negative (OD) signals represent stimulated emission and/or 
ground-state bleaching, while positive values represent pump- 
induced excited-state absorption. Last, OD of each pump-probe 
delay scan was compiled as a function of time and wavelength (for a 
TA map). This arrangement typically allowed obtaining OD ≅ 10−3, 
which is more than sufficient in the case of one-photon excitation.
For photodiode detection, the pump beam was synchronously 
chopped at 500 Hz; i.e., every other pump pulse was blocked. The 
photodetector output was amplified by a lock-in amplifier refer-
enced to the chopper electronics, digitized, and fed to the computer. 
To obtain the TA signals at a particular probe wavelength (510 and 
620 nm), band-pass filters with a full width at half maximum of 
10 and 20 nm, respectively, were placed in front of the photodiode. 
This arrangement improved the sensitivity down to OD ≅ 4 × 
10−5, which allowed obtaining the signals under two-photon exci-
tation conditions.
Because of the strong solvent response at early time (<0.5 ps), the 
TA kinetics under two-photon excitation were corrected by direct 
subtraction of the separately recorded solvent response (fig. S3). 
The TA maps and TA kinetics under one-photon excitation were 
also corrected for the optical density of the sample following the 
Lambert-Beer law, using the following equation (Eq. 1) (36)
  {OD } corr =  OD ───────────  
1 −  10 −OD( = 400 nm) 
   (1)
For two-photon excitation, the correction was not needed, and 
the pump did not experience any direct (one-photon) absorption. 
As the WLC was not compressed, the time when the pump and 
probe pulses overlap at a particular probe wavelength was wave-
length dependent. For finding the correction curve (i.e., the depen-
dence of the group delay on the wavelength), a TA measurement 
was performed on chloroform under a sufficiently high peak inten-
sity of >18 GW/cm2 (corresponding to an experimental average in-
tensity of 1.8 W/cm2) of the pump pulse, so that a nonresonant TA 
signal was clearly observed. Then, the transient nonresonant signal 
was fitted to a combination of a Gaussian—a derivative of the 
Gaussian function that yielded the zero delay time (37). This time 
was used to determine the zero position of the TA kinetics at 510 
and 620 nm.
For spectrometer detection, the transient spectra were extracted 
from the raw TA map of chloroform by taking spectral slices of 30-
fs width at different times (fig. S2A). Each transient spectrum was 
fitted to a Gaussian function (fig. S2B) to obtain the peak position. 
The peak positions were fitted to a second-order polynomial func-
tion (38), yielding the group delay at each particular probe wave-
length (gray line in fig. S2A). This function was used to correct the 
raw TA maps by shifting the data along the time coordinate.
Time-resolved PL spectroscopy
Time-resolved PL spectroscopy was carried out using a Hamamatsu 
C5680 streak camera equipped with a Ti:sapphire laser (Mira 900, 
Coherent). To obtain the excitation wavelength of 390 nm, the laser 
output (wavelength of 780 nm at 76-MHz repetition rate) was dou-
bled in a BBO crystal. For measurements with a time window above 
2 ns, the repetition rate was lowered to 2 MHz by a pulse picker. The 
excitation beam was focused by a 7.6-cm lens into a 1-mm quartz 
cuvette, containing the studied compounds dissolved in chloro-
form. The apparatus functions of the setup were ~6 and ~4 ps (SDs 
of a Gaussian function) for excitation wavelengths of 390 and 780 nm, 
respectively. The former was measured directly (see section S8.2), 
while the latter was calculated by squaring the response function 
of the former.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/44/eabb6165/DC1
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